Supernumerary fronto-orbital arteries arising from contralateral anterior cerebral artery associated with partially duplicated anterior communicating artery – case study and literature review
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Abstract

The anatomical variations of the fronto-orbital artery are uncommon and rarely described in literature. During the dissection of a 64-year-old female formalized brain, we discovered a particular congenital abnormality regarding the arterial supply of the right fronto-orbital gyrus. We identified three arterial sources: a low caliber ipsilateral fronto-orbital artery that arises from the A2 segment of the right anterior cerebral artery and ends in the posterior part of the fronto-orbital gyrus, a large aberrant contralateral fronto-orbital artery that arises from the A2 segment of the left anterior cerebral artery, supplying most of the right fronto-orbital gyrus and a small accessory branch of the left anterior cerebral artery passing towards the contralateral fronto-orbital gyrus. These abnormalities are associated with a partially duplicated anterior communicating artery. This case shows a unique pattern of congenital brain vascular abnormalities that may have clinical and surgical implications.
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Introduction

Detailed knowledge of the cerebral arterial blood supply is crucial for neurosurgeons, neurologists and interventional radiologists. Due to particularities of the cerebral arterial vascularization, each major artery plays an important role in the brain’s blood supply. Amongst them, the anterior cerebral artery particularly stands out due to its vast distribution territory. Moreover, anatomical variations of the anterior cerebral artery are quite common and are often described in the medical journals [1]. These variants refer to hypoplasia or aplasia, accessory anterior cerebral artery [2], anomalous origin of the callosomarginal artery [3] or uncommon origin of anterior communicating artery [4]. Despite that, only a small number of patterns regarding the fronto-orbital artery have been described, some authors mentioning its anomalous origins [5, 6].

The fronto-orbital artery (FOA) is the first cortical branch of the anterior cerebral artery (ACA), normally arising from the A2 segment [7, 8]. Some authors mention its origin from the A1 segment of ACA [1, 2], the pericallosal artery [2, 5], the callosal marginal artery or sometimes from the fronto-polar artery [9]. The trajectory of the fronto-orbital artery usually follows an anterior course, along the medial surface of the fronto-orbital gyrus. This artery typically supplies the gyrus rectus, the olfactory bulb and tract, the medial and inferior surface of the fronto-orbital gyrus and the anterior and medial surface of the superior frontal gyrus [8, 10].

In the current case report, we describe a unique vascular pattern represented by two anomalous right fronto-orbital arteries arising from the A2 segment of the contralateral anterior cerebral artery, associated with a partially duplicated anterior communicating artery (ACoA). These aberrant arteries are associated with a hypoplastic right fronto-orbital artery.

The aim of this study is to document the origin of the fronto-orbital artery in relation to its embryological development and to warn the clinicians about the anatomical variations of this artery. Furthermore, the duplication and fenestration of ACoA and their major complications, respectively arterial cerebral aneurism and subarachnoid hemorrhage are being discussed.

Case presentation

The anatomical material consisted of a 64-year-old female brain fixed in a 10% formalin solution for 15 weeks. We dissected the arterial circle of Willis with the aid of an operator microscope (OPTRON – Zeiss OPMI 6), focusing on the anterior cerebral artery and the anterior communicating artery. In order to highlight the blood vessels and their distribution territory, we injected red ink into the left ACA, followed by injection of blue ink into the right ACA. The images were acquired with a Nikon D7000 digital camera equipped with a 60 mm AF Micro-Nikkor f/2.8D lens and were processed with Adobe Photoshop CS5 and Capture NX2 software.
During the dissection, we discovered a unique congenital abnormality regarding the arterial supply of the right fronto-orbital gyrus. Normally, this gyrus is vascularized by the fronto-orbital artery, which is the first cortical branch of the ipsilateral anterior cerebral artery. In our case, the arterial supply of the right fronto-orbital gyrus had three sources: one ipsilateral fronto-orbital artery, one contralateral fronto-orbital artery and another accessory branch originating from the contralateral ACA (Figure 1).

The first source is represented by the right fronto-orbital artery that originates from the A2 segment of the ipsilateral ACA. This artery has a short trajectory on the surface of the brain, situated into the inferior rostral sulcus, and then it splits in three branches: superior, inferior and anterior (Figure 2). The superior branch perforates the corresponding slope of the sulcus supplying the deep cerebral tissue. The inferior branch is directed towards the inferior border of the fronto-orbital gyrus. The anterior division is the terminal branch and continues the right fronto-orbital artery into the inferior rostral sulcus. At the distal extremity of the sulcus, this branch disappears into the cerebral tissue (Figure 2).

The second source, that we named aberrant right fronto-orbital artery (ARFOA), has the origin in the A2 segment of the left ACA, close to anterior communicating artery. This artery, that seems to be the main arterial source of the right fronto-orbital gyrus, is directed anteriorly and to the right, goes under the falx cerebri, crosses the previous branch on its dorsal aspect and reaches the medial surface of the right fronto-orbital gyrus. It supplies the segment situated above the inferior rostral sulcus (Figures 1 and 2).

The third source is a small branch that we named accessory right fronto-orbital artery (AccRFOA). It originates in the A2 segment of the left anterior cerebral artery, distal to the previous branch. It is directed anteriorly and to the right, goes under the falx cerebri, crosses the previous branch on its dorsal aspect and reaches the medial surface of the right fronto-orbital gyrus. It supplies the segment situated above the inferior rostral sulcus (Figures 1 and 2).

In this case, the variations in the number and position of the FOA are also associated with a partially duplicated anterior communicating artery. The duplication occurs in the right half of ACoA. No aneurysm formation has been detected (Figure 3).
Discussion

The vascular anatomy related to the anterior cerebral artery is quite complex due to its embryological development. During the formation process of the anterior communicating artery, a large plexiform anastomosis appears between the two anterior cerebral arteries. Normally, the vessels of this plexus will fuse together to form the anterior communicating artery. A fenestration process may appear instead, explaining the high incidence of anatomical variations [1, 11]. During this process, the mesenchymal tissue that normally forms the left fronto-orbital artery remains connected to the mesenchyme of the right hemisphere and supplies the contralateral fronto-orbital gyrus. Incomplete fusion of the plexiform anastomosis also explains the anatomical variants of ACoA, including duplication and fenestration [12].

We reported the unique case of an anomalous origin of the right fronto-orbital artery in the left ACA that is associated with an accessory branch emerging from the same source. To our knowledge, this is the first report of this pattern in the literature. Lee & Eastwood [5] and Maruyama et al. [6] reported two cases of anomalous origin of FOA observed during angiography. The current case report stands out by presenting a unique association of vascular malformations and by showing for the first time, an anomalous origin of FOA identified during anatomical dissection.

The abnormal position of the fronto-orbital artery can determine clinical symptoms such as tonic and clonic seizures related to an epilepsy focus in the right fronto-orbital gyrus [6]. These anatomical variants are also a predisposing factor for arterial aneurysms and intracranial hemorrhage [13], bringing the new techniques of angiography, especially angiographic projections, roadmapping [11] and endovascular access to ACA to a useful area of diagnosis and treatment [14].

The duplication of ACoA is a rare finding. In a large cadaveric study, Kapoor et al. [15] identified duplicated ACoA in 10% of cases, triplicated in 1.2% and plexiform in 0.4%. Gunnal et al. [16] mentioned in their anatomical study that the duplication was seen in 16 (10.66%) formalized brains. The imagistic studies realized by Krzyżewski et al. [17] and Kovač et al. [18] report duplication of ACoA in 0.49% and respectively 0.4% of the investigated subjects. The discrepancy between the results of cadaveric and imagistic studies might be attributable to various factors: low diameters of the vessels, insufficient blood flow or imaging artifacts. To our knowledge, the partially duplicated ACoA has not been previously reported.

The difference between duplication and fenestration is a subject of debate for scientists. Makowiecz et al. [1] considered that segmental duplications are, in fact, fenestrations as long they represent a division of a vessel. To sustain his findings, he proposes a morphological classification: type 1 – small, slit-like fenestration; type 2 – large, lenticular fenestration. Other authors such as Menshawi et al. [12] and Kovač et al. [18] concluded that the arterial fenestrations are completely different from arterial duplications. They claim that a fenestration is characterized by an artery that splits into two branches that rejoin. Furthermore, these authors affirm that the common origin is reserved to arterial fenestrations, while duplications should have distinct origins [12].

In contrast to duplications, cerebral arterial fenestrations are quite common. 2.1% of all the patients undergoing digital subtraction angiography were reported [19]. The fenestration is most often located in the posterior circulation (73.2%), especially in the basilar artery (52.6%). Fenestrations of the anterior circulation vessels are reported in 24.6% cases, mainly on ACoA. The rest of 2.2% are found on the internal carotid artery and the middle cerebral artery. The prevalence of aneurysms within the anterior and posterior fenestrations is almost similar: 60.7% vs. 61.1% [19].

de Gast et al. [11] concluded that there is a direct relation between fenestration of ACoA and aneurysms of the anterior brain circulation: 83% of the patients with fenestrated ACoA where diagnosed with ACoA aneurysm and 5.3% of the total number of patients with anterior circulation aneurysm associate ACoA fenestration. Moreover, in 4.4% of those cases, the aneurysms were located in ACoA and the rest of 0.9% in other arteries. The reported fenestration of ACoA in dissected bodies is between 7.5% and 40% [20].
Subarachnoid hemorrhage is often associated with arterial fenestration and especially with arterial aneurysms. The prevalence of hemorrhage in patients with aneurysms arising directly from fenestration is slightly higher (66.7%) compared to those patients with aneurysms situated at distance from the fenestration (58.6%) [19]. In a study which included 174 subjects, Hudák et al. [21] concluded that 95.2% of the patients with “unexplained subarachnoid hemorrhage” where diagnosed with arterial fenestration.

The treatment of the ACoA aneurysms hemorrhage is surgical or interventional. Most of the cases benefit of balloon assisted coil embolization, a minimally invasive technique with a low rate of procedure-related complications [20, 22]. The endovascular treatment ensures the complete or near-complete occlusion of the aneurisms for long-term and is a good alternative to traditional clipping procedure [22]. The classical surgical treatment is reserved for specific patients because of the potentially dangerous dissection of adherent vessels or vascular anatomical variations [23, 24]. A minimally surgical procedure was developed recently to expose the fronto-basal area of the brain. This approach, called supraorbital trans-eye brow craniotomy, permits clipping or trapping aneurism techniques as well as the resection of different tumors such as gliomas and meningiomas, avoiding the classical pterional and fronto-temporo-orbito-zygomatic paths [25–28].

Conclusions
Detailed knowledge of congenital anomalies related to cerebral vascular system is important for neurosurgeons and clinicians due to numerous arterial variations. The relevance of this case in medical practice lies in the fact that it brings to attention a rare anomaly of the anterior cerebral artery vascular system, where most of the cerebral aneurysms associated with congenital abnormalities occur. Nevertheless, recognizing and reporting the anatomic variants of the fronto-orbital arteries could be helpful in planning surgical procedures involving the ACA and ACoA, especially since these congenital abnormalities modify the regional landmarks.
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